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Hampton Inn & Suites Paso Robles Earns 2012 TripAdvisor®
Certificate of Excellence
Hotel Honored as a Highly Rated Hotel as Reviewed by Travelers on the
World’s Largest Travel Site
Paso Robles, CA (Grassroots Newswire) June 25, 2012 – Hampton Inn & Suites
Paso Robles in Paso Robles today announced that it has received a TripAdvisor®
Certificate of Excellence award. The accolade, which honors hospitality excellence, is
given only to establishments that consistently achieve outstanding traveler reviews on
TripAdvisor, and is extended to qualifying businesses worldwide. Approximately 10
percent of accommodations listed on TripAdvisor receive this prestigious award.
“We are honored that Hampton Inn & Suites Paso Robles received a TripAdvisor
Certificate of Excellence,” said Phil Cordell, Global Head, Focused Service and Hampton
Brand Management, Hilton Worldwide. “We are always striving to share our friendly
culture of ‘Hamptonality’ with our guests — going above and beyond to ensure they have
a memorable experience. We’re thrilled to see that our hard work is translating into
positive traveler reviews on TripAdvisor.”
Hampton Inn & Suites Paso Robles is one of 819 other Hampton properties to receive
this award. Whether guests are traveling on a weekend getaway or on a business trip,
Hampton provides them with warm surroundings and consistent, friendly service. To
qualify for the Certificate of Excellence, businesses must maintain an overall rating of
four or higher, out of a possible five, as reviewed by travelers on TripAdvisor.
Additional criteria include the volume of reviews received within the last 12 months.
“TripAdvisor is pleased to honor exceptional businesses for consistent excellence, as
reviewed by travelers on the site,” said Christine Petersen, president of TripAdvisor for
Business. “The Certificate of Excellence award gives highly rated establishments around
the world the recognition they deserve. From exceptional accommodations in Beijing to
remarkable restaurants in Boston, we want to applaud these businesses for offering
TripAdvisor travelers a great customer experience.”

For more information about Hampton Inn & Suites Paso Robles at 212 Alexa Court in
Paso Robles, please contact Denis Volic at 805-226-9988 or
PRBCA_Hampton_Suites@hilton.com.
The Hampton Inn & Suites in Paso Robles is owned by Pacific Coast Hotel Properties I,
LLC of Scottsdale, AZ and managed by the award-winning Ledgestone Hospitality, LLC
based in Chanhassen, MN. Ken Garvin, President of Ledgestone Hospitality, LLC
expressed appreciation for the local GM & Staff, “Ledgestone Hospitality is proud of the
Hampton Inn Paso Robles for upholding our commitment to excellent customer service.
The property is the latest of several in our portfolio to have received the coveted
TripAdvisor honor. Ledgestone takes guest satisfaction so seriously that we monitor
every single guest comment on a daily basis at the highest levels in our organization. It’s
a prerequisite for our managed locations to exceed guest expectations but it’s nice to
receive the certificate of excellence recognition reinforcing our company service beliefs.”
Ken can be reached at 952-470-1444 or Ledgestone properties may be viewed at
www.ledgestonehospitality.com.
About Hampton Hotels
The Hampton brand, including Hampton Inn, Hampton Inn & Suites and Hampton by
Hilton, is an award-winning leader in the mid-priced hotel segment. With nearly 1,900
properties globally, Hampton Hotels is part of Hilton Worldwide, the leading global
hospitality company. All Hampton Hotels offer warm surroundings and a friendly
service culture and personality, defined as "Hamptonality," supported by its 100%
Hampton Guarantee. High-quality accommodations, in-room conveniences and the latest
technology, combined with numerous locations and consistent offerings, have made
Hampton a leader in its segment and one of the fastest growing hotel brands. For more
information about Hampton Hotels, please visit www.hampton.com or
http://news.hampton.com and connect with us at www.facebook.com/Hampton,
http://twitter.com/Hampton or www.youtube.com/Hampton.
About TripAdvisor
TripAdvisor® is the world's largest travel site, enabling travelers to plan and have the
perfect trip. TripAdvisor offers trusted advice from real travelers and a wide variety of
travel choices and planning features with seamless links to booking tools. TripAdvisorbranded sites make up the largest travel community in the world, with more than 50
million unique monthly visitors*, and over 60 million reviews and opinions. The sites
operate in 30 countries worldwide, including China under daodao.com. TripAdvisor also
includes TripAdvisor for Business, a dedicated division that provides the tourism industry
access to TripAdvisor's millions of monthly visitors.
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